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SAINT THOMAS BECKET IN SAN FRANCISCO

Dr. Leslie Ross, Professor and Chair of Art History
Dominican University of California

Many works of art created during the medieval period still remain today in their original locations. These site-specific, non-traveling examples include works of architecture, such as the great abbeys and cathedrals with their attached sculptural programs and stained glass windows. Although later alterations and renovations may have changed these works from their original appearances, and some bits may have removed and sent away on various journeys, these works are still best studied in situ. In order to study these works, one needs to travel to view them in their permanent locations.

Other works of medieval art, especially but not exclusively those of a smaller-scale and portable nature, traveled widely beyond their original contexts even during the medieval period. Whether borrowed, bought, stolen, gifted, or passed down as family heirlooms, many medieval objects changed hands and locations during the Middle Ages, even if they were not originally designed to do so. These “accidental travelers” have often ended up at destinations far from their origins.

Some works of medieval art were, however, specifically “designed to travel.” They were never intended to remain in the location where they were originally created, nor did they travel from their creation site via any unexpected or nefarious means. These works represent a distinctive category of medieval art production – they were destined to travel beyond their creation site – to be acquired by travelers, and to travel with them.
This is the case with the many examples of the small-scale enamel reliquary “caskets” (or châsses) for the relics of the English martyr, Saint Thomas Becket (1118-1170), that were notably created in the Limoges workshops of France during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This paper specifically concentrates on one very fine example of a Becket reliquary châsse that can be viewed today by visitors to San Francisco, California. Dated to 1200-1210, it is housed in the collections of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco and displayed at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor museum.\(^1\)

Akin to many of the other extant examples of Limoges reliquaries created for Saint Thomas Becket, the Becket reliquary in San Francisco is small scale. (See figure 1) It measures 6.5 inches in height, 5.5 inches in length, and is 2.5 inches in depth. It is a small house-shaped box on blocky legs, with a pierced work decorative projection on the ridge line of the roof. It is enriched with pictorial narrative scenes on one horizontal side as well as on one slanting roof side. The narrative scenes show a nimbed figure standing before a draped altar clasping his hands in prayer. He is turned away from the altar and faces in the direction of two other figures that approach from the left. One of the approaching figures wields a sword and attacks the person standing before the altar by placing the sword into his neck. The other approaching figure wields an ax. The slanting roof of the reliquary shows a burial scene. A body is being laid to rest in a casket, supported on a cloth held by two figures and presided over by a figure holding a crozier and making a gesture of blessing. The back side of the châsse is enriched with geometric patterns of lozenges and triangles. The sides depict solo standing figures and circular/rosette patterned motifs.
The story of the brutal attack on and murder of the Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Becket, is one of the most dramatic and well-known historical episodes of the Middle Ages. Described in contemporary sources, copiously recounted and dramatically reinterpreted in later works of art and literature, including twentieth century film, Becket’s murder in the cathedral of Canterbury has gripped popular and scholarly attention through many centuries. After Thomas Becket was appointed in 1162 by the English king Henry II to his position as the Archbishop of Canterbury, the two former friends and allies experienced repeated and complex disagreements over issues of royal and ecclesiastical authority. Sources recount that King Henry’s angry desire to “be rid of
that turbulent priest”\textsuperscript{3} ultimately resulted in the murder of Becket by four of Henry’s followers who attacked and killed the archbishop in the cathedral at Canterbury in 1170. The news of this spread rapidly and was absolutely shocking for the Christian world. Becket was formally declared a saintly martyr via his canonization in 1173, and King Henry II performed public penance to atone for his role in the murderous deed in 1174.

The detailed analysis of source documents, the socio-political aspects as well as the historical and religious implications of these events, have continued to provide much painstaking study for scholars of medieval history and religion, economics and politics, the visual arts, liturgy and music.\textsuperscript{4} The development of the pictorial iconography for the visual telling and re-telling of the Becket saga has also received important scholarly attention.\textsuperscript{5} The visual sources are copious; illustrations of Becket’s life, martyrdom, and posthumous miracles appear in a wide range of medieval art media, including wall painting, manuscript illumination, sculpture, and metalwork.

Objects of metalwork designed to serve religious or specifically liturgical purposes are an extremely important category of the medieval sacred arts.\textsuperscript{6} From crosiers to chalices – patens, pyxs, and processional crosses, book covers, bells, and boxes for sacred objects – these works are amongst the most bedazzling surviving examples of medieval art. They were often created of rare, costly, and precious materials with supreme care and sophisticated skill.

Enamel work (the fusing, by heat, of powdered glass to a prepared metal ground) is one of the several complex metal-working processes in which medieval artists excelled.\textsuperscript{7} The technique has a very long history and examples of it can be found in ancient Egyptian art. During the medieval period, both western and Byzantine artists
further explored the possibilities of the art form by using either the champlevé or the cloisonné techniques (respectively, placing colored ground glass into slightly sunken areas or hollows carved out of a metal ground – or placing the enamel into finely built-up thin metal cells – or cloisons – that project from the metal background.) Excellently detailed descriptions of medieval enameling techniques can be found in the early twelfth century (ca. 1130) treatise, *De Diversis Artibus (The Various Arts)* authored by Theophilus (who can perhaps be identified as the German Benedictine monk and metalworker, Roger of Helmarshausen.)

Although western medieval artists used both champlevé and cloisonné enamel working techniques (sometimes in combination), by far the majority of western medieval enamel production during the Romanesque and Gothic periods was done using the champlevé technique. This is especially characteristic of the Limoges workshops of France.

The Limoges region of southwestern France became extremely well known during the medieval period for the enamel work produced in several workshops and centers in the area. Although works of enameling were produced in many other regions during the Middle Ages as well, the enamel work of Limoges was especially renowned. The term “Limoges work” (*opus lemovincense*) that appears in some documentary sources as early as the middle of the twelfth century indicates the esteem with which these works were regarded. Thousands of examples survive and continue to be carefully catalogued and recorded. These works include: enamel crosses, book covers, crosiers, and reliquaries for containing saintly relics.

The practice of collecting, enshrining, displaying, and venerating the relics of holy people (such as actual bodily remains or objects associated with saintly figures) is
by no means unique to Christianity or to the medieval period. Nevertheless, the widespread devotion to saints characterized by medieval Christianity resulted in an enormous outpouring of works of art specifically designed to honor these figures. Much of medieval Christian art is hagiographic in nature, concentrating on the lives, deeds and miracles associated with saintly figures ranging from the early Christian martyrs, local and regional saints, and those ever newly added to the growing list of sanctified and Christ-like exemplars, such as Saint Thomas Becket in the late twelfth century.

The very rapid growth of the cult of Becket after his martyrdom (1170) and canonization (1173) is visually evidenced by the relative swiftness with which artistic representations of his life and martyrdom begin to appear. Various historical accounts of the martyrdom describe not only the brutal murder itself but also the immediate collection and preservation of the archbishop’s body as well as the blood and brains that spilled out of his body. Small phials of Becket’s blood and cloths soaked with his blood were collected as holy relics, and, shortly following his formal canonization, containers for these relics began to be produced.

One of the very earliest Becket reliquary caskets has been dated to ca. 1173-80 and is located in the Metropolitan Museum of New York. It is a small silver box with a hipped roof, enriched with narrative scenes in niello work. The imagery includes the martyrdom, the dead body of the saint supported by two monks, and angelic figures. The work has been attributed to a German (Rhenish) artist working in England or for English patrons. The earliest Limoges enamel reliquary châsses with Becket iconography have been dated just a bit later (1180-1190). These early Limoges examples (in the Musée du Louvre, Paris, and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London) appear to have provided
the basic prototype for the many subsequent Becket reliquaries created in the Limoges workshops for the next several decades.\textsuperscript{13} About fifty Becket reliquaries of Limoges manufacture have been catalogued.\textsuperscript{14} Reliquaries for Becket, in fact, represent the largest surviving group of Limoges châsses with hagiographic subject matter, surpassing even those created for Saint Stephen and Saints Valerie (saints particularly associated with or venerated in the Limousin).\textsuperscript{15}

The overwhelming interest in and apparent demand for Becket reliquaries of Limoges work specifically has been attributed to various political and religious factors.\textsuperscript{16} The political union of Aquitaine and England under the Plantagenet rulers, the promotion of Becket’s cult by Anglo-French rulers and clerics in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, and the esteem with which Limoges enamel work was already held have all been cited as contributing factors to the burgeoning production of Becket châsses at Limoges during the late Romanesque and early Gothic periods.

The many examples of these works produced at Limoges share much the same basic format and iconography. Indeed, the development of succinct and recognizable visual schema encapsulating the most salient and distinctive episodes in a saintly biography is typical of medieval hagiographic art.\textsuperscript{17} The earliest dated examples of Becket châsses from the late twelfth century thus depict approximately the same scenes and details often repeated in later versions, including the early thirteenth century Becket reliquary châsse in San Francisco. Among the many surviving examples of Becket reliquaries, the visual iconography remains quite consistent. There are variations, of course, depending on the size on the object and the amount of space allocated for the visual narrative fields. In virtually all Limoges examples, however, the images include
two scenes: 1) the martyrdom of Becket is shown on the lower front side of the reliquary (in which Becket is attacked by assailants), and 2) the scene of his burial (in which Becket is laid in his tomb) is depicted on the upper front side. Traditionally, the short sides of these reliquaries depict single, standing saintly figures. These additional figures are generally assumed to be apostles who obviously serve not as actual historical witnesses to the martyrdom and entombment events specific to the story of Saint Thomas Becket, but rather serve as heavenly witnesses to Becket’s recognized position in the saintly realms. The reverse sides of most Becket reliquary chasses, as in the example in San Francisco, do not contain any additional narrative scenes and are traditionally enriched with decorative devices. This is because these reliquaries were designed to be primarily viewed from the front (placed on an altar, for example) and the back side would not generally be visible to viewers.

The relatively consistent appearance of the martyrdom and burial scenes on Becket reliquary chasses represents a visually succinct pair of related images that summarize the most dramatic and concluding details of his life. Much longer and far more detailed visual narratives of the saint’s biography eventually appear in other media, such as stained glass windows and manuscript illustration. The visual telling and re-telling of Becket’s life and death was also significantly expanded by the growing series of accounts of the many posthumous miracles associated with him, his tomb, and relics. Such expanded pictorial narrative cycles are also typical of much medieval hagiographic art generally. These longer cycles may include episodes really quite unique to the saint in question as well as a number of events (birth, death, entombment, and miracle scenes) fairly commonly found in hagiographic art and literature. The creation of detailed visual
hagiographic narratives (for example, in stained glass or illustrated manuscripts devoted to the life of a single saint – known as *libelli* manuscripts) often offered medieval artists the opportunity to present a whole series of carefully selected episodes in a saintly biography. In other cases, however, the size and function of the art work necessitated an extremely abbreviated visual treatment. For example, illustrated manuscripts devoted to the lives of numerous saints (such as Passionaries or *Vitae Sanctorum* manuscripts) are often enriched with highly condensed imagery. In some cases there was room simply for one small scene per saint, placed within an historiated initial letter or in the margins of the text. These limitations required an exceptionally careful choice of visual subject: a visually recognizable attribute or a scene or two that most succinctly captured some episode of vital importance about the saint. Western Passionary manuscripts (akin to Byzantine Menologia) are arranged according to the calendar of saintly feast (death) dates; thus martyrdom scenes are especially often found in these manuscripts.

In both western and Byzantine medieval hagiographic art, the visual catalogue of grisly demises is extensive. From the earliest Christian martyrs – to the saints who suffered and perished for their faith and convictions in the medieval period – the arts of the Middle Ages are replete with examples of saintly torture and death scenes. These are fundamentally meant to be understood as reflections of the sufferings and death of Jesus Christ, the ultimate exemplar for Christians.

Some of the stories about the Christian saintly followers of Jesus as well as some of the images representing them include specific episodes and unique iconographic conventions by which the identity of the individual saint can be readily understood. Many saints are characterized by the inclusion of specific symbols – such as arrows for
Saint Sebastian – or the gridiron on which St. Lawrence suffered – or the wheel on which St. Catherine of Alexandria was tortured. There is a certain unity in the diversity of these representations however, because all Christian saints ultimately emulate Jesus – in spite of any especially unique or otherwise noteworthy facets of their vitae.

The literary and visual formulas (or: topoi) for describing and depicting hagiographic subjects appear to have been very carefully maintained and perpetuated during the medieval period to the extent that sometimes the visual narratives presented really do not match up with the events as documented in contemporary written sources of the period or even slightly later. This is the case with the visual topoi traditionally found on Becket reliquaries.

For example, the majority of Limoges reliquary châsses for Becket depict the saintly martyrdom as taking place before an altar in the cathedral of Canterbury. This gives the impression that Becket was, for example, praying or officiating at Mass when he was attacked. However, the documentary accounts – notably those composed by eye-witnesses to the event – do not support this visual version. Although the murder indeed took place within the north arm of the western transept of the cathedral, near the chapel and altar of Saint Benedict, Thomas was neither saying Mass nor praying at an altar when he was attacked.  

Nevertheless, the standard iconography for the martyrdom of Becket (on Limoges châsses especially and in many other works of art as well) traditionally shows the martyrdom as taking place directly before an altar. There are some early exceptions to this. However, the murder-at-the-altar image appears to have been established very early. Although historically inaccurate, this iconography importantly serves to reinforce
the outrageous sacrilege of the deed.\textsuperscript{22} The presence of the altar does more than simply locate the episode as having taken place on the holy ground of a church interior. The altar also serves to connect the brutal murder of Becket to the ultimate sacrifice of Jesus. This is symbolized not only by the altar itself, but also by the chalice traditionally depicted on top of the altar. This detail is prominent in many Limoges Becket châsses, including the San Francisco example.

In addition, the depiction of the chalice (representing the blood of Jesus) may also serve to make an important connection to the specific relics of Becket’s martyrdom for which the majority of Limoges châsses were doubtless created. The bodily remains of Becket were preserved and interred by the monks of Canterbury, translated to a prominent position within the cathedral in 1220, and ultimately destroyed or dispersed in the sixteenth century during the Reformation period. The whereabouts of Becket’s body in the medieval period and later eras has provided much fodder for continued speculation.\textsuperscript{23} Nevertheless, it appears that Becket’s body was not dismembered in order to provide actual body part (or corporeal) relics such as often found in medieval reliquaries that may be specifically shaped to display or resemble the body part in question.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, the majority of Becket relics that were avidly collected in the medieval period fall into the category of “contact relics” or \textit{brandea}.\textsuperscript{25} These would be items such as cloths soaked in the martyr’s blood, cloths placed in contact with blood-soaked cloths associated with the martyr, or cloths placed near the martyr’s tomb to acquire their holiness through physical proximity to the saintly remains. Pilgrims to Becket’s shrine at Canterbury in the medieval period could acquire souvenirs, badges, cloth, small phials of Becket’s blood, and phials or ampullae containing miraculously-healing water that was
carefully and consistently diluted by the Canterbury monks from water originally containing the martyr’s blood. However, none of the medieval Becket reliquary châsses contain any relics of Becket today, so it cannot be determined with any certainty what any of them, specifically, originally contained or was intended to contain.

The sacrifice of saintly blood is a consistent theme in medieval art and the representation of a saintly martyrdom taking place before an altar is by no means unique to Becket imagery. The theme appears with some frequency in medieval art; for example, illustrations of the martyrdom of the apostle Matthew (based on apocryphal sources) often depict the saint kneeling before an altar, attacked from behind by a sword-bearing figure. Many other examples of this visual theme can be found in medieval art. Although the imagery of murder before the altar is consistently associated with Thomas Becket, even within the specific context of Limoges enamel work, secure iconographic identification of saintly subjects is often challenged by a lack of inscriptions on the works themselves. For instance, a Limoges châsse dating ca. 1200 in the treasury of the cathedral of St. Etienne in Sens, while at first appearing to show all the traditional aspects of Becket imagery, includes other details (particular additional figures) that have led scholars to identify this not as a Becket reliquary but as a reliquary for Saint Savinien (the first bishop of Sens in the early Christian period).

The sharing and reuse of the same visual schema for different saints is a notable characteristic of medieval hagiographic art in general. A great degree of consistency can also be seen in the repetition of particular visual schema for specific saints. This is especially well demonstrated in the Limoges examples of Becket châsses. Not only are the overall narratives (martyrdom and entombment scenes) remarkably consistent, but the
individual figures within these scenes similarly represent a degree of conformity to several specific types.

There are a number of figural variations often repeated in the Limoges examples. For instance, the representation of Becket’s assailants (sword or ax-bearing figures) generally adheres to a somewhat limited set of poses and gestures. The sword-wielding figure that directly attacks Becket is often shown lunging towards the archbishop, bearing a sword in his right hand and raising up his left hand. The second assailant may hold an upraised sword or an ax in his right hand and (akin to the first assailant) is often shown raising up his left hand. Depending upon the size of the châsse, either two or three or four attacking figures will be shown, in poses similar to the types already described. Obviously, historical accuracy would necessitate that a total of four assailants be represented, but the number of attackers varies. Such visual condensation of details is typical of much medieval art, especially in cases where the pictorial space is limited. This is also true of the abbreviated Becket martyrdom imagery seen on pilgrim’s badges and ampullae as well as the archiepiscopal seals used by several of Becket’s successors at Canterbury that also feature the martyrdom scene. In the majority of the Limoges examples, the attackers approach from the left, and Becket is represented on the right side of the composition, before an altar. In some cases, Becket turns to face his assailants with his hands clasped in prayer. Sometimes he is depicted holding a cross. In other instances, Becket is shown facing the altar with his back to the assailants. Sometimes a cross, candlestick and chalice are shown on the altar. The hand of God may also appear over the altar.
The entombment scene, always depicted on the roof of the châsse, also represents relatively few variations. The body of the archbishop is lowered into the tomb by two figures, and the entombment is presided over by a figure standing behind the tomb, often holding a crozier and making a gesture of blessing. Sometimes (but relatively rarely) additional witnessing figures are present.

In some cases (about one fifth of the total examples), the roof of the châsse contains an alternate scene: the soul of the deceased (represented by a half-length figure with outstretched arms in praying/orant pose) is shown ascending to heaven in a roundel supported by two angels. In just a few early examples, both the entombment and ascension are shown together. Of course, burial and ascension scenes also otherwise abound in medieval art.

The repetition of scenes and figural types on Limoges Becket reliquaries can, however, tend to give a casual viewer an impression of much greater uniformity than actually exists. Some of the châsses are remarkably similar indeed, but they do not match up exactly. While it is clear that standardized poses and scenes were employed, no examples represent exact duplicates of each other. The number, placement and poses of the figures as well as the inclusion of additional details, always varies slightly (if not significantly) when the works are carefully compared to each other. For instance, the positions of the assailants’ legs and arms (and the weapons they may yield) show several similar variations, some of which appear on more than one example. However, rather than being exact copies, the Becket châsses altogether show a creative recombination of shared motifs rearranged in many different variations. This is well demonstrated in the
San Francisco example that, in size and iconography, appears quite similar to several others, but none of them are exactly alike.  

Scholars have thus speculated that the medieval Limoges artists may have used patterns, or model books containing standard figures, poses, scenes and details that could be copied and combined in different ways. Much has been written about the use of pattern/model books, copying techniques, and workshop practices especially with reference to later medieval art. It is certainly not inconceivable that the Limoges metalworkers of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries might have employed some form of stock patterns, copied meticulously or more loosely from other pictorial sources.

The subtle variations that can be seen in the Limoges Becket châsses can also be correlated to some of the stylistic changes in Limoges enamel techniques of the Romanesque and Gothic eras generally. Just as the Becket reliquaries are not all duplicates of one common model, Limoges enamel work also exhibits some important stylistic transformations in spite of the appearance of uniformity. The late twelfth century, when Becket châsses first began to be produced at Limoges, represents an important transitional period when Limoges artists began to switch the application of enamel from figures to background. Earlier Limoges works often show enamel used for the figures while the backgrounds were enriched with gilt *vermiculé* patterns (foliage scrolls.) The reverse practice of applying the enamel to the backgrounds and leaving the incised, gilt figures reserved seems to be an innovation of the late twelfth century. All of the Becket châsses show this treatment. Vibrantly colored and decorated enamel work is applied to the background areas only and the gilt, incised figures visually stand out from the colorful backgrounds. This is the technique seen in the San Francisco example.
where the enamel work serves as a surrounding background to the gilt figures. The practice of including attached elements in relief (especially heads of figures) can also be seen in the San Francisco example. Either cast or stamped, and affixed to the background by small internal posts, the projecting heads add a significant sense of three-dimensionality to the figural scenes. Limoges artists appear to have adopted the practice of affixing these type of projecting heads by the mid-to-late twelfth century and most Limoges examples of the early thirteenth century show this, as the San Francisco example does. The color scheme used for the enamel work in the San Francisco example is typical of Limoges production of the medieval era and represents the brilliance and vibrancy for which Limoges work was so highly regarded. Several different shades of blue are generally dominant in Limoges work, with tones of green, red, yellow, and white as well.

Specialists in medieval Limoges enamels have noted both innovation and continuity in the realm of opus lemovincense. The great number of Becket reliquary châsses, produced at Limoges from the late twelfth century and well into the thirteenth century, are lauded as stellar representatives of not only the fine metal-working skills of the artists of Limoges but also as visual witnesses to the growth and development of the cult of this important medieval saint. Even so, many questions remain about the Limoges reliquaries that have only been partially answered to date by scholarly specialists. For example: from whom and by who were these works commissioned and created? How and by whom were the relics obtained? How much did these enameled reliquaries cost? How were the commissions conveyed to or ordered from the Limoges workshops? Who were the enamel artists who worked in Limoges in the Middle Ages? Were any of them
lay professionals in urban workshops? How did these enameled works travel from their place of origin in Limoges to their intended destinations in the medieval period? And how and why have these works traveled to much wider destinations in subsequent centuries?

All of the Becket châsses, produced at Limoges during the medieval period, were designed to travel. They were created in the Limoges workshops for patrons in numerous locations in medieval Europe. Among the fifty or so surviving Becket châsses produced at Limoges during the medieval period, a relatively small percentage appear to be still today situated in the locations for which they were originally intended. The vast majority of these works have, however, continued to travel widely – and many of them have journeyed quite far afield – well beyond the boundaries of the medieval world.

In some cases, the original medieval patrons for these objects have indeed been identified. For example, the important early châsse located in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London has been attributed to the specific patronage of Benedict of Peterborough (d. 1193), who was a monk at Canterbury in 1170 and a probable witness to the murder of Becket. When he became abbot of Peterborough in 1177 he brought with him several relics of Becket: some articles of clothing, two large vessels of the martyr’s blood, and two stones from the church pavement from the site of the martyrdom (which he incorporated into altars in the church at Peterborough.) The Limoges châsse he commissioned was doubtless intended to house the other Becket relics he had acquired during his earlier days as monk, care-taker of Becket’s tomb, archdeacon, and prior of Canterbury. Several other châsses have been associated with the patronage of Pope
Innocent III (1198-1216), and others have been attributed to several other important royal and ecclesiastical figures of the medieval period.

It can be assumed that all relics of Becket came originally from Canterbury and were either acquired there directly by visitors to the site, or sent to other locations at the request of various patrons unable to visit Canterbury themselves. The specific processes by which reliquaries were commissioned from the Limoges workshops remains somewhat unclear, but letters, contracts and various other documents regarding medieval art commissions do exist. In some cases, the original medieval locations of the Becket châsses have been determined, as well as the processes by which they changed hands, traveled, and have arrived today in their present locations.

Not all stages in these journeys can be traced, of course. There are significant gaps in the itineraries. During the English Reformation period as well as the French Revolution, many medieval works of religious art were lost, destroyed, or hidden. Those that were preserved, however, began to interest collectors and antiquarians of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries especially. The Gothic revival period brought about a great interest in medieval sacred objects not simply as archaeological curiosities but as art works worthy of study, preservation and emulation. A number of important collections of medieval art objects, including Limoges enamels, were amassed by prominent European collectors in the nineteenth century. This interest was mirrored by a number of American collectors of the early twentieth century. The care and interest demonstrated in the preservation of medieval European works of art by early twentieth century American collectors represents an important phase in the history of American art collecting. Collectors such as J. Pierpont Morgan, George Grey Barnard, and William
and Henry Walters (to name just a few) followed and expanded the trends and tastes of European collectors in their acquisition of medieval art objects. Thus, several American museums, founded by these collectors or by collectors inspired by them, include a wide range of materials including works of art from the medieval era. Limoges châsses for Thomas Becket are found in several American museums including: the Cleveland Museum of Art (Ohio), the Toledo Museum of Art (Ohio), the Allen Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin College (Ohio), the Glencairn Museum (Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania), and the California Palace of the Legion of Honor Museum in San Francisco.

The California Palace of the Legion of Honor Museum in San Francisco was established in the early 1920s. Like the M. H. de Young Museum, to which it is now linked under the umbrella of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, it reflects not only the generosity of continuing donors/supporters but also the astute collecting interests of its benefactors. It has a quite noteworthy permanent collection and regularly hosts many important traveling exhibitions too. The Limoges enamel châsse for Becket is one of the many treasures to be seen in the museum’s permanent collection, in the small section devoted to medieval art. Although it is a petite object, it stands out boldly and significantly. How did this object come to San Francisco? By what means did it travel so far – from medieval France – to California?

As with many medieval art works designed to travel, the specific journeys of the San Francisco châsse from early thirteenth Limoges to twentieth century America remain unclear. It is believed that the work may have been created for a church in northeastern France (during the medieval period: the County of Flanders.) This speculation is supported by documentary evidence indicating that other works of medieval Limoges
manufacture were in collections in that area in the later Middle Ages and by the fact that veneration of Becket is long attested in the region. Simone Caudron, specialist in medieval Limoges reliquaries of Becket, has identified the San Francisco châsse as one of the several Limoges works in the possession of Aimé Desmottes, a French collector of the nineteenth century who lived in Lille. It was exhibited in Lille in 1874, and in Amiens in 1860 and 1866. The Desmottes collection was sold in Paris in 1900 and other Limoges works from his collection were eventually acquired by several collectors including J. Pierpont Morgan. Limoges works from the Desmottes collection are today located at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Louvre, and the Musée de Picardie in Amiens. The Becket reliquary châsse in San Francisco was, by the later twentieth century at least, in the collection of members of the prominent Magnin family of San Francisco. The work was given by Mr. and Mrs. E. John Magnin to the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco in 1975.

Several members of the Magnin family provided generous donations of various forms to the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. The bequests of Mr. and Mrs. E. John Magnin are especially notable. Ranging from examples of ancient Roman glassware, Chinese porcelain, Flemish tapestry, fifteenth to nineteenth century paintings, and eighteenth century works in bronze, their gifts to the Fine Arts Museums are myriad. Other Magnin family members bequeathed important examples of designer jewelry and clothing as well as paintings to the museum. Although not otherwise recognized as especially prominent American art collecting specialists of the twentieth century, it is clear that the Magnin family was well positioned, as were many other wealthy American families of the early twentieth century, to acquire works of art for their personal
collections and eventually to bequeath these art works to support, establish, or enhance American museum collections. The wide range and diverse nature of the works given by the Magnin family members to the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco represents an assortment of tastes and interests that is characteristic of many collectors who, rather than forming specialized collections in one particular area, devote their interests to acquiring important examples of excellent art works representative of a range of periods and media.

The thirteenth-century Limoges reliquary châsse for Saint Thomas Becket that is located in San Francisco today thus reflects not only the trends and tastes for medieval art collecting in Europe and America in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries but also the truly remarkable survival and continued careful preservation of a medieval work of art that was originally designed to travel. In this case, the châsse has certainly traveled well beyond its initially-planned itinerary from Limoges to Flanders in the early thirteenth century. To be sure, the many later peregrinations of this art work, and its eventual presence in San Francisco, would have been inconceivable to its makers, commissioners, and indeed for the saintly martyr himself. Nevertheless, this important example of medieval Limoges enamel work has found an excellent location – as a cherished and rare example of medieval art in San Francisco.

1 It is listed and described in: Simone Caudron, *Thomas Becket et l'Oeuvre de Limoges* (CD; Ville de Limoges: Musée Municipal de l'Evêché, 2003), catalogue # 34.


3 The accounts of Henry’s angry and reckless wording vary slightly between different sources. Nevertheless, his desire to have Becket silenced in some way was ultimately interpreted by four of his knights in the most dramatic fashion.


10 Gauthier, *Emaux Méridionaux*.

11 Niello work involves the heat-fusing of a black alloy of lead, silver, copper and sulphur into incised designs on a metal ground.
For the early examples in London (Victoria and Albert Museum, c1185-90) and the Louvre (c1195), see Caudron, *Thomas Becket et l’Oeuvre de Limoges* (CD), catalogue # 1 and 4.

14 Caudron, *Thomas Becket et l’Oeuvre de Limoges* (CD).


19 The earliest written accounts of the murder by eyewitnesses describe the details of the setting somewhat differently. John of Salisbury states that Becket “stood in the cathedral, before Christ’s altar;” other writers mention the altar of Saint Benedict; and others situate the murder between the altar of Saint Benedict and an altar dedicated to the Virgin Mary. As Staunton points out, “The eagerness of some to place the murder before the altar is explained by the symbolism of Thomas’s murder as a sacrifice, with Thomas as both priest and sacrificial victim.” Michael Staunton, *Thomas Becket and his Biographers* (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2006), 195.

20 The Becket niello reliquary in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York does not include the altar. This work is of notably small scale and the half-length figures are presented in a very compressed space. An ivory liturgical comb (also in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York), that has been dated to the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, shows the murder scene on the reverse side, includes many figures, but does not depict an altar. See: Charles Little, “The Road to Glory: New Early Images of Thomas Becket’s Life,” in *Reading Medieval Images: The Art Historian and the Object*, eds. Elizabeth Sears and Thelma Thomas (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), 201-211.

21 The earliest manuscript illustration of Becket’s martyrdom (London, British Library Cotton MS Claudius B.ii, f. 214v, c1180) includes a pictorial sequence of scenes, including the four knights attacking Becket. In this case, the murder scene is placed next to but separated by architectural forms indicating the door to the church, the church
interior (with an altar – with chalice, cross, and host) and the shrine of the martyr being visited by pilgrims (or the knights themselves).


27 Ross, Text, Image, Message, figs. 23 and 28.

28 Marie-Madeleine Gauthier, “Le meurtre dans la cathédrale.” It should also be noted that several of the Limoges enamel châsses for Saint Valerie, many of which were produced during the same decades as the Becket châsses, contain some similar iconographic details. Saint Valerie is often depicted being attacked by one or two sword-bearing figures; after her decapitation she is shown presenting her own head to Saint Martial who stands before an altar in the cathedral of Limoges. The altar in these scenes often displays a cross and chalice, and the hand of God may appear in the heavens. Of course, the cephalophoric (saintly severed head-carrying) motif is distinctly different from the Becket iconography; nevertheless, in overall impression, size, technique, and images of murder and cleric before an altar, the Valerie and Becket châsses share some similarities. See: Caudron, Francois and Notin, Valérie at Thomas Becket. For more on Saint Valerie, see: Cynthia Hahn, “Valerie’s Gift: A Narrative Enamel Chasse from Limoges” in Reading Medieval Images: The Art Historian and the Object, eds. Elizabeth Sears and Thelma Thomas (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), 187-200.

29 Caudron, Thomas Becket et l’Oeuvre de Limoges (CD), catalogue # 51.

For many years the images depicted on the Becket châsse in San Francisco were incorrectly identified as the Murder of Becket and the Entombment of Jesus (rather the Entombment of Becket.) It would be easy to make such an error as the iconography for entombment images is so similar. Happily however the identification of the two images has now been corrected by this author and the corrected description appears in the current description of the châsse in both case labels and on-line catalogue.

About sixteen of the fifty Limoges châsses (including the San Francisco example) that are illustrated and described in Caudron, Thomas Becket et l’Oeuvre de Limoges (CD) show the same combination of narrative scenes (burial on top and martyrdom on front side) and depict only two assailants approaching the archbishop. The San Francisco example depicts one sword-bearing and one ax-bearing figure. Many of the other examples, however, depict both attackers holding swords. In the six examples that depict both an ax and sword-bearing figure, the pose of the ax-bearing figure and the direction in which the head of the ax is turned differ from the San Francisco example. Where additional attackers are shown (three or more), no ax-bearing figure exactly duplicates that shown in the San Francisco example.


These are: in France: the church of St. Laurent in Le Vigean (Caudron, CD catalogue #26); in Germany: the church of St. Laurentius in Clarholz (Caudron # 8); in England: Hereford Cathedral (Caudron, #12); in Italy: the cathedral of Santa Maria at Anagni (Caudron, #5), San Giovanni in Laterano, Rome (Caudron, #27), the cathedral of San Martino at Lucca (Caudron, #42); and the parish church of Trono in Sweden (Caudron, #21). See also: Simone Caudron, “La diffusion des châsses de saint Thomas Becket dans l’Europe médiévale,” in L’Oeuvre de Limoges at sa Diffusion: Trésors, objets, collections, ed. Danielle Gaborit-Chopin and Frédéric Tixier (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2011), 23-41.

Caudron, “Connaissseurs.”


Caudron, CD catalogue # 34.
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